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Abstract The decentralized finance (DeFi) ecosystem has proven to
be popular in facilitating financial operations, such as token exchange
and lending. The public availability of DeFi platforms’ code, together
with real-time data on all user interactions with them, has given rise to
complex tools that find and seize profit opportunities on behalf of users.
In this work, we show that both users and the aforementioned tools
sometimes act suboptimally. In specific instances which we examine, their
profits can be increased by more than 100%, with the highest amount of
missed revenue by a suboptimal action reaching 428.14ETH ($517K).
To reach these findings, we examine core DeFi primitives which are re-
sponsible for a daily volume of over 100 million USD in Ethereum alone:
(1) lending and borrowing funds, (2) using flashswaps to close arbitrage
opportunities between decentralized exchanges (DEXs), (3) liquidation
of insolvent loans using flashswaps. The profit which can be made from
each primitive is then cast as an optimization problem that can be solved.
We show that missed opportunities to make a profit are noticed by others,
and are sometimes followed by back-running transactions which extract
profits using similar actions. By analyzing these events, we find that some
transactions are circumstantially tied to specific miners, and hypothesize
they use their knowledge of private orderflow for a profit. Essentially, this
is an instance of miner-extractable value (MEV) “in action”.

Keywords: Cryptocurrency, Blockchain, DeFi, Miner Extractable Value.

1 Introduction

DeFi is an umbrella term for financial platforms that run as smart contracts on
cryptocurrencies, covering use-cases such as exchanging tokens, to lending and
borrowing [51]. While on-chain DeFi services appear similar to their off-chain
equivalents, the optimal usage of each differs due to design considerations which
are required for the secure and efficient implementation of financial services in
the decentralized and pseudonymous setting which DeFi inhabits.

Our paper. In this work, we take the first step towards characterizing optimal
user behaviors in the DeFi setting. We focus on three primitives underlying
common DeFi use-cases: (1) collateralized lending, (2) the usage of “flash” token
swaps to profit off of arbitrage opportunities in DEXs, and (3) the liquidation
of insolvent loans using flashswaps.
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(1) Collateralized lending. While in the off-chain setting, a user with free
funds and access to a positive-interest bearing instrument may be incentivized
to invest them in their entirety, this can be suboptimal in the on-chain DeFi
setting. In particular, popular collateralized lending platforms such as Aave and
Compound set their interest-rates curves to be monotonically increasing in the
utilization of the platforms’ liquidity, meaning in the ratio between the amount
of funds which are loaned-out and the funds which are deposited. Thus, users
who withdraw a partial amount of deposited funds may increase their revenue.
The increase in interest-rate stemming from such a withdrawal can be so large,
that the interest accrued on the remaining sum can become even greater than
the interest where the user was to leave its funds unchanged.

We generalize this observation and formulate an optimization problem which,
when solved, provides the optimal lending strategy in a one-shot myopic setting.
We then use it to analyze the performance of several large investors and show
their profits can be increased by up to 700%. Furthermore, we go over empirical
evidence which suggests that currently, market forces are slow to react to shocks,
such as when a large amount of deposits is withdrawn in a single transaction.
Thus, even myopically optimizing actions can produce long-lasting profits.

(2) Flashswap-based arbitrage. If an asset has different prices in two or
more markets, actors can take advantage of the price difference to make a profit
by simultaneously buying and selling the asset in these markets, a practice also
known as arbitrage. The prevalence of various asset pricing mechanisms across
different blockchain DEXs means that such price discrepancies exist between
DEXs, too. Furthermore, some DEXs such as Uniswap allow users to perform
flashswaps, meaning that users can swap an x amount of a token X for a y
amount of another token Y without having the required liquidity of an x amount
of X tokens up-front, as long as the exchange is repaid within the same trans-
action in which the flashswap was performed. Thus, users can perform arbitrage
without requiring initial funds, using the profits of the arbitrage instead.

The search space for arbitrage opportunities in Ethereum is large, owing to
the number of DEXs currently active on it, and the amount of fungible assets
which can be exchanged on them. Furthermore, this space should be traversed
within a limited time-frame, as a new Ethereum block is mined every 12 seconds,
meaning that arbitrage opportunities may be short-lived. We define an optim-
ization problem for the task of finding arbitrage opportunities using flashswaps,
and show that blockchain users have performed suboptimally in the past. In
particular, we find instances where missed profits reach more than $517K.

To prevent profitable transactions from being front-run, would be arbit-
rageurs use private relays to submit transactions to miners. These are com-
munication channels which claim to transmit transactions in a private manner,
without disclosing or acting upon the contents of relayed transactions to any
party besides the recipient. Popular relay services offer their services free-of-
charge, piquing the community’s interest with regard to their sources of revenue.
Surprisingly, we find circumstantial evidence suggesting that the relay service op-
erated by the Ethermine mining pool has been using “inside information” gained
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from private transactions to trim the search space for finding profitable arbitrage
opportunities, thereby gaining an advantage over others.

(3) Liquidation of insolvent loans using flashswaps. This primitive com-
bines the previous two. Lending platforms allow users to repay under collateral-
ized debt positions and receive the collateral at a discount. The amount of debt
which can be repaid is usually limited by some close factor, i.e., a close factor of
50% permits repaying up to half of the debt position. Tools that automatically
act upon potentially profitable liquidation opportunities commonly repay the
maximal amount of debt possible, and use flashswaps to do so.

We show that this liquidation strategy is suboptimal, and provide a better
one. Our strategy shows that in certain cases, it is more profitable to liquidate
substantially less than the close factor permits. This is due to the effects that
large swaps may have on the exchange-rates between debt and collateral assets.

Our Contributions. Our contributions can be summarized like so:

– Optimal Execution. We examine three core DeFi primitives: collateralized
lending, flashswaps and flashswap-based liquidations. The execution of each
is cast as an optimization problem. To the best of our knowledge, we are the
first to optimize these primitives, and examine flashswaps.

– Evaluation of Suboptimal Cases. Our optimal execution strategies are
used to find and evaluate multiple case studies showing the suboptimal be-
havior of significant DeFi platform actors. We show that in some cases, their
revenue can be improved by more than 700%, with one case which could be
improved to earn an additional amount of 428.14 ETH, amounting to about
517K USD at the time. A summary of our findings is given in Table 1.

– Longitudinal Study of Suboptimal Arbitrage Flashswaps. We devise
a heuristic to detect suboptimal arbitrage transactions which rely on flash-
swaps and find over 10K such instances, which combined have missed revenue
in excess of more than 4 Million USD. Furthermore, we find circumstantial
evidence tying the Ethermine mining pool to an address which capitalized
on suboptimal transactions, suggesting that miners might be using or sharing
“inside information” for benefit, in spite of publicly committing not to do so.
This is the first evidence of such behavior, to the best of our knowledge.

– Impact of Suboptimality. We show that tools and platforms used to man-
age over 400 Million USD, such as Yearn Finance [18], are suboptimal. We find
that, surprisingly, such suboptimality can benefit certain users. For example,
borrowers benefit from the suboptimality of liquidity providers (LPs).

2 Background

Blockchains. Cryptocurrencies like Ethereum [9, 66] facilitate financial trans-
actions between users. Transactions are collected in a ledger comprised of blocks,
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Table 1: A summary of our case studies.
Case “Lost” Profits Action Type

Case Study 4.2: 0x5e1...6c5 More than 94% Flashswap
Case Study 4.3: 0x0f4...74b More than 7000% Flashswap
Case Study 3.2: Justin Sun More than 8.7% Lending
Case Study 3.3: 0x7a1...428 More than 700% Lending

with each block specifying an order on transactions contained within it. In ad-
dition, each block points to a preceding block, thus the resulting data-structure,
which is also called a blockchain, maintains order between transactions. As blocks
are size-limited, users compete for block-space and can offer fees to prioritize
their transactions [33]. Most cryptocurrencies operate in a decentralized manner
and rely on pseudonymous users called miners to create blocks, a process also
called mining. In proof-of-stake (PoS) blockchains such as Ethereum, these en-
tities are also known as proposers; for brevity and generality, we use the term
miners. Miners, who are supposed to maintain the system’s integrity, can in-
crease their revenue by deviating from the mining protocol, or by manipulating
transaction order [15]. The value earned from these exploits is termed MEV.

Lending Platforms. Certain DeFi platforms, like Aave and Compound, let
users take and give loans [72]. Commonly, platforms rely on user-provided li-
quidity for their operation, with funds collected in liquidity pools, and with users
who supply funds called LPs. Due to the pseudonymous nature of cryptocurren-
cies, it is impossible to assure borrowers will repay their debt without a form
of collateral. Thus, platforms offer collateralized loans which are secured by up-
front deposits that are at least equal in value to the loan taken. If the collateral
loses in value relative to the loan, it is offered for liquidation [47].

Decentralized Exchanges. DEXs are DeFi platforms that enable the ex-
change, or swap, of tokens [69]. Platforms like Uniswap [60] allow swaps between
a pair of tokens to be performed using user-provided liquidity which is collected
in liquidity pools, with swaps usually costing a proportional fee. Platforms which
use automated mechanisms to determine exchange-rates between tokens are also
known as automated market makers (AMMs). It is common for platforms to
collect liquidity for each token pair in a different pool. If a user wishes to swap
using a specific platform between pairs which do not have a designated pool,
it can do so by performing multiple swaps, also called multi-hop swaps, with
certain platforms offering tools to facilitate such actions [57,59].

ERC20 Tokens. Ethereum specifies the ERC20 standard, that lets contracts
create and interact with fungible tokens known as ERC20 tokens [23, 61]. DeFi
platforms may furthermore create ERC20 tokens for protocol-specific versions
of other ERC20 tokens they support. For example, Compound created cUSDT, a
platform-integrated version of the USDT token [12]. By interacting with cUSDT’s
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contract, users can deposit and withdraw USDT to and from Compound. In our
work, we examine case studies involving such tokens, specifically the USDT and
USDC tokens (which strive to maintain a one-to-one peg with the USD [41]),
Wrapped Ethereum (WETH) (a “wrapped” version of the Ethereum token de-
signed to enable easier interoperability between contracts and the token [10]),
Wrapped Bitcoin (WBTC), and CRV [14].

3 Lending Suboptimality

Aave [67] and Compound [37] are collateralized lending Ethereum. At the time of
writing, both hold a combined amount of 6.2 Billion USD [17], making them the
most popular lending platforms on Ethereum. To incentivize liquidity provision-
ing by users, lending platforms give interest on funds stored in their pools [34].
Although interest-accretion is usually associated with lending, any platform that
rewards liquidity provisioning in a proportional manner is essentially paying in-
terest. A notable example is Tornado Cash and other mixers who offer rewards
long-term liquidity provisioning [62].

We present a general model for the aforementioned platforms, and present
commonplace suboptimal behavior by users interacting with them.

3.1 Utilization-based Interest Rate Schemes

Utilization. The lending mechanism used by Compound and Aave relies on the
utilization metric, which we denote by u. If the total amount of pool liquidity is
d, and b ≤ d is currently borrowed, then the available liquidity is d− b and the
utilization of the liquidity pool is defined as: u def

= b
d .

Reserve Factor. When the utilization is close to 1, a lending pool may be
vulnerable in case of an economic shock or borrower insolvency. To safeguard
against such events, lending pools commonly reserve a fraction r of the interest
paid by borrowers; this fraction is termed the reserve factor.

Kinked Utilization-based Interest-rate. For each token, the interest-rates
for deposits and borrows are determined according to the utilization of the
token’s liquidity pool. Specifically, certain pools, such as the one for the USDT
stablecoin [41], uses a kinked -curve interest-rate scheme [31, 34]. In this type of
scheme, the rates for both deposits and borrows are increasing in the utilization
of the pool, with the slope of the curve increasing after a certain target utiliz-
ation value, which we denote by uopt. The resulting function looks like it has a
“kink” at that point, as can be seen in Fig. 1a, hence the name.

Interest-rate Curves. We now characterize the interest-rate schemes com-
monly used by collateralized lending platforms, like Compound. Let the baseline
interest-rate be I0 and the slopes before and after uopt be I1 and I2 respect-
ively. The per-block interest on borrows is: Ib (u)

def
= I0 + min (u, uopt) · I1 +
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(a) Compound’s and Aave’s
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and borrows, as functions of
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by withdrawing 38 Million
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Figure 1: Optimal liquidity provisioning strategies may not rely on depositing all
funds, as this can lower profits.

(max (u, uopt)− uopt)·I2. The per-block interest for supplying liquidity is defined
as: Id (u)

def
= u ·(1− r) ·Ib (u). Real-world examples of such curves are depicted in

Fig. 1a. Note that our characterization is for the per-block interest, while the de-
picted examples extrapolate the per-block interest into the annualized interest,
also known as the annual percentage yield (APY).

3.2 Optimal Liquidity Provisioning

The amount of yield on a given deposit is dependent on both the amount of
funds deposited and the interest rate. The interest rate itself is also dependent
on the amount of funds deposited, as the rate is a function of the utilization,
which in turn is a function of the total amount of deposited funds. Crucially, the
latter amount can be manipulated by LPs.

We now generalize this observation to any liquidity pool relying on utilization-
based mechanisms. By inputting the pool’s parameters, the optimal amount to
deposit is found by solving the optimization problem written in Eq. (1).

maximize
d∗

d∗ · Id (u)

subject to d∗ ≥ 0

d∗ ≤ dmax

u =
b

d+ d∗
(1)

Remark 3.1 Eq. (1) considers a one-shot setting. An actor can ensure that
indeed the utilization will be unchanged for at least the span of a single block, by
paying the appropriate amount of fees such that its transaction will be the last
in the block [15], or by sending the transaction as part of a bundle [7].
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In case that the actor’s liquidity is large compared to others’, Fig. 1b shows
that the potential profits from even a single block can be substantial. As previous
research shows, the majority of funds in most pools are held by a few independent
actors [34], meaning that such considerations are relevant.

Furthermore, empirical data suggests that the market is slow to react to li-
quidity shocks. Notably, Aave’s CRV pool recently experienced a series of shocks,
starting with a single withdrawal of more than 24% of its liquidity performed at
block 16011068 by a single actor. After this action, the pool’s utilization remained
at roughly the same level for a period of 1172 blocks. The same actor performed
more large withdrawals and deposits between the 6th and 27th of November 2022.
As no-one would “fill the void” left by the actor’s withdrawals, Aave passed pro-
posals to (1) Temporarily disable new borrows and withdrawals from this pool,
(2) Tweak the pool’s interest-rate curve. After restrictions were lifted, the actor
continued performing actions of a similar magnitude.

We further note that the impact of such manipulations can be extended to
multiple blocks by relying on other techniques which are outside the scope of
this work, such as mempool Denial-of-Service attacks which allow an attacker to
discard transactions from miner’s queue of pending transactions, thereby possibly
postponing their acceptance to a block [38,70].

3.3 Suboptimal Lending

Fig. 1b shows that the optimal action given by Eq. (1) for a LP in possession of
large amounts of funds is not necessarily to deposit all of its money. For example,
a LP who owns 25% of all funds deposited in a pool can withdraw almost half
of its funds, thereby increasing per-block profits by more than 10%.

We now share notable examples of suboptimal capital allocation to interest-
bearing pools by large LPs. We begin by showing in Case Study 3.1 that Yearn,
the largest investment platform on the Ethereum blockchain, is suboptimal.

Case Study 3.1 (Yearn Finance) Yearn Finance is an on-chain yield ag-
gregator or yield farming service, which is essentially an investment platform
that automates the distribution of funds across platforms for users, claiming to
maximize the interest rate the user can yield out of its respective funds [13,72].
Yearn is currently the largest on-chain yield aggregator on the Ethereum block-
chain [19], with a total value locked (TVL) of $400 Million at the time of writing
(and reaching over $6.5 Billion at its peak) [18].

Yearn follows the “all-in” approach by comparing interest rates across plat-
forms, and depositing all funds in the platform offering the best rates [28, 74].
As we have shown, this "all-in" approach is, in fact, suboptimal.

Case Study 3.2 covers a specific instance of a user performing suboptimally.

Case Study 3.2 (Justin Sun) Compound’s largest LP for the cUSDT token
at block 13632753 was address 0x3dd...296, associated with Justin Sun [27],
providing 2.8 Billion cUSDT. At the time, the supply APY was 3.52% owing

https://etherscan.io/block/13632753
https://etherscan.io/address/0x3ddfa8ec3052539b6c9549f12cea2c295cff5296
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to a utilization of 80.09%. Mr. Sun left all of his funds deposited, and earned
40.55 cUSDT by the next block.

By acting rationally, Mr. Sun can increase these profits by withdrawing
funds. Specifically, by withdrawing 0.7 Billion cUSDT, Mr. Sun can increase
the utilization to 81.3%, thus increasing the supply APY to 5.15%. His profit
would therefore grow to 44.1 cUSDT per-block, an increase of 8.7%.

If performed correctly, this per-block profit can be assured for the next block if
the transaction which performs the withdrawal is placed as the last transaction of
the block. Thus, this increased interest-rate will remain until other users interact
with the liquidity pool to the degree that the utilization is changed.

This suboptimality is two-fold: by withdrawing the aforementioned funds, Mr.
Sun could invest them, for example by depositing them in another pool.

In Case Study 3.3, also depicted in Fig. 1c, we cover a more dramatic case.

Case Study 3.3 (Account 0x7a1...428) Address 0x7a1...428 had a deposit of
132.9 Million CRV in Aave’s liquidity pool at block 15529008, amounting to al-
most 85% of the pool’s liquidity at the time. The pool’s utilization at the time
was equal to 45.66%. According to the pool’s interest-rate scheme, at this utiliza-
tion the supply APY is 3.88%. As the pool’s kink is precisely at 45%, the supply
rate can be increased drastically by withdrawing even a small amount of funds.
Indeed, our LP can increase the utilization to 60.6% by withdrawing 38 Mil-
lion CRV. This modest bump in utilization increases the supply APY to 44.6%,
thereby increasing our LP’s profit by 700%.

Discussion. While LPs miss revenue by acting suboptimally, any optimal action
they may take will serve to increase both supply and borrow interest rates,
due to the underlying mechanism’s reliance on the utilization metric. Thus,
LP suboptimality leads to lower interest-rates for both lenders and borrowers,
meaning that the latter are profiting off of the suboptimality of the former.

4 Flashswap Suboptimality

DEXs such as Uniswap let users exchange, or swap tokens in a decentralized
manner. Currently, the leading DEX platforms on the Ethereum blockchain are
Uniswap v2 [4], Uniswap v3 [5], Sushiswap [54] and Balancer [40], which to-
gether comprise roughly 75% of the daily volume of all token exchanges in Eth-
ereum [16]. We note that Uniswap v1 is considered as a proof-of-concept by its
creators [56], and thus was not included in our work. Surprisingly, even soph-
isticated users such as cryptocurrency swappers, who are savvy enough to find
extremely short-lived opportunities to make a profit by swapping multiple assets
across different DEXs, do not always do so optimally.

4.1 Decentralized Exchanges

Arbitrage. DEXs often rely on different mechanisms and sources of inform-
ation to determine the exchange-rates between tokens, thereby the same asset

https://etherscan.io/address/0x7a16ff8270133f063aab6c9977183d9e72835428
https://etherscan.io/block/15529008
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might have different prices in different DEXs. This can create arbitrage oppor-
tunities [53], where users can generate a net profit by trading across platforms
with different exchange-rates [64, 75], these users are oftentimes referred to as
arbitrageurs. The act of profiting from arbitrage is called closing the arbitrage.
Arbitrage opportunities are prevalent in today’s DeFi ecosystem [15], with ar-
bitrageurs making an average monthly profit of more than 12 Million USD [64].

Flashswaps. Flashswaps [58] are a DeFi instrument implemented in most major
DEXs in Ethereum. In fact, in Uniswap v2 and v3, as well as in Sushiswap, all
swaps are implemented as flashswaps [4, 29,56].

Flashswaps let users swap between two currencies without having the initial
liquidity requirements upfront, and work similarly to flashloans [15]. Generally,
given that a user wants to obtain a c amount of token C to perform an action
(e.g., perform arbitrage), it has to:

1. Write and deploy a smart contract which has a callback function that receives
this amount and executes the wanted action.

2. Call a DEX’s flashswap function, passing c and the callback as arguments.

Then, given that the DEX has more than a c amount of token C, it will
transfer the requested token to the smart contract, execute the user’s code, and
afterwards verify that the code either returned the tokens in full, or repaid an
equivalent amount of another token D according to the DEX’s C ↔ D exchange-
rate. Platforms can also ask for a predetermined fee which is equal to a fraction
of the given tokens, for example 0.3% in Uniswap v2 [58]. If the user’s callback
function did not satisfy these conditions, the transaction is reverted. To prevent
spamming by users, reverted transactions still have to pay transaction fees [70].

To further illustrate how flashswaps work, in Example 4.1 and Fig. 2 we
provide a real-world example and a corresponding depiction.

Example 4.1 In transaction 0x9ae...bc4, the address 0x5e1...6c5 exploited an
arbitrage opportunity between the Uniswap v2 and Uniswap v3 platforms, arising
from different ETH to USDC exchange rates on the two platforms. We now go
over this transaction step-by-step.

First, the user obtained 3.6K ETH from Uniswap v3 against a debt of 3.9
Million USDC by using a flashswap; the user pays this debt in its entirety using
profits made from the arbitrage. Then, 3.1K ETH were swapped for 3.9 Million
USDC on Unsiwap v2. Finally, the flashswap was repaid by transferring 3.9
Million USDC to Uniswap v3, leaving the user with a net profit of 454 ETH,
translating to about 600K USD, according to the rate at the time.

Notice that the arbitrageur does not need to have any amount of funds upfront,
as the second swap was paid in full using the initial flashswap, while the initial
flashswap was repaid using the profits obtained from the second swap, with all
operations executed within the span of a single transaction.

https://etherscan.io/tx/0x9aee1422a91c645a4ebcedc4607abef2f0dce649eb6506642c17ad065c213bc4
https://etherscan.io/address/0x5e19abde092fa437ca9206ab7748d166402766c5
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Figure 2: A depiction of Example 4.1.
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Figure 3: Cumulative lost profits
by suboptimal flashswaps.

4.2 Flashswap Arbitrage Suboptimality

We now turn to quantify the suboptimality of arbitrageurs. Although outside the
scope of the section, in Appendix A.1 we provide an optimization problem for
the task of devising optimal flashswap arbitrage transactions. Intuitively, even
without viewing the optimization problem, there are many tokens and DEXs
which can be used to capitalize on arbitrage opportunities, thus the search space
for the problem is huge. Furthermore, the optimal solution also depends on the
current state of the blockchain, which changes every 12 seconds [22,73].

The time needed by nodes to broadcast messages over the network and valid-
ate incoming messages means that one cannot wait until the end of the allocated
12 seconds to create a block [21, 55], a popular Ethereum consensus client [6].
Therefore, exhaustively searching for an optimal arbitrage transaction and ex-
ecuting it while it is still valid becomes quite tricky. As such, it is not surprising
that existing tools and works do not attempt to perform an exhaustive search.

Case Study 4.1 (Arbitrage Tools) Finding and acting on arbitrage oppor-
tunities requires considerable technical skill, giving rise to tools which attempt
to automate much of the actions required to do so. As the DeFi ecosystem is
rapidly evolving, with DEXs in particular, not all tools cover the entire spectrum
of platforms and tokens which can be used to obtain profits.

Zhou et al. [75] formulated and implemented an algorithm that detects prof-
itable arbitrage opportunities across a variety of DEXs and tokens. The authors
noted that their tool obtains results within an average of 5.39 seconds, even though
it does not perform an exhaustive search and thus is not optimal. The tool’s run-
time was achieved by (1) applying heuristics to trim the search-space (thereby
potentially losing in profits), and (2) running on considerably powerful hardware.

Popular open-source tools further trim the search space by limiting themselves
to single-hop swaps [2,45], which can under-perform relative to multi-hop ones.

Longitudinal Study. We devise a simple yet effective heuristic in Definition 4.1
to uncover suboptimal flashswaps from blockchain data and use this heuristic
to perform a longitudinal study of arbitrage suboptimality. At each block, our
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heuristic searches for sequences of consecutive flashswap-based arbitrage trans-
actions, where the profit made by each transaction could have been made by the
one preceding it, thereby meaning that preceding transactions are suboptimal.

Definition 4.1 (Suboptimal arbitrage heuristic). Let τ1, τ2 be two con-
secutive transactions contained within the same block, sorted by their order. We
call τ1 a suboptimal arbitrage transaction if τ1 relies on swaps to profit off of
arbitrage opportunities, and transaction τ2 solely relies on flashswaps to do so.

In Definition 4.1, as τ2 only utilized flashswaps to perform the arbitrage, then
transaction τ1 could have imitated the actions taken by τ2, thereby making the
same profit. Thus, τ1 was suboptimal. We generalize this notion in Definition 4.2.

Definition 4.2 (Suboptimal sequence heuristic). Let τ1, . . . , τn be a se-
quence of consecutive transactions contained within the same block. We call this
a suboptimal arbitrage sequence if ∀i < n, transaction τi is suboptimal.

Results. We now provide evidence that suboptimal behavior is prevalent. By
applying our heuristics to the time period starting at block 10749295 and ending
at 15450669, we discovered over 9875 suboptimal transactions which fit Defini-
tion 4.1, with a total lost profit of over 4.38 Million USD. Over the same period,
an average of 2.91 ETH were lost per day due to suboptimality. 0.2% of blocks
contain at least one suboptimal sequence, where the longest is 7 transactions
long, all contained in block 15243809, starting at transaction 209. The cumulat-
ive lost profits over time are depicted in Fig. 3.

Using our heuristic, we discovered interesting case studies. For example, Case
Study 4.2 shows that even arbitrageurs who are proficient enough to make large
profits are not always optimal.

Case Study 4.2 (Account 0x9ae...bc4) Recall the transaction covered in Ex-
ample 4.1. Although it produced a net profit of 454 ETH (equal at the time to
600K USD), it is, in fact, not optimal. Afterward, came a second transaction,
with hash 0x580...eff . This transaction executed another flashswap, utilizing a
similar arbitrage opportunity between Sushiswap (note that Sushiswap uses the
same code for swaps as Uniswap v2) and Uniswap v3. This transaction was able
to extract an extra 428 ETH in revenue, equal to $517K, and roughly 94% of
the profit of the previous transaction. As the second transaction relied on flash-
swaps, the first arbitrageur could have performed the same actions in its first
transaction, thereby obtaining at least the same amount of profits.

A more extreme case of suboptimality is given in Case Study 4.3.

Case Study 4.3 (Account 0x0f4...74b) In transaction 0xb67...4a6, the user
0x0f4...74b captured a “two-hop” arbitrage opportunity between three platforms.
The user swapped 1.13 ETH for 4316 USDT on Sushiswap, then swapped 4316
USDT for 6058 USDC on Uniswap v2 and finally swapped 6058 USDC for 1.35
ETH on Balancer, earning 0.22 ETH, or just under 900 USD when considering

https://etherscan.io/block/15243809
https://etherscan.io/tx/0xc298a3021e28f141fadfd14393cb06a68f4893254ea9e0a40c36b6b7a16671d9
https://etherscan.io/tx/0x58018fa8f7cc3e24ca9a5fd50f61a861b39a5cf3c14ec1fdee820e6da4160eff
https://etherscan.io/tx/0xb6794f4dac522ed602d2782f8843842c395b854ed561b92f4b56a279c6ad94a6
https://etherscan.io/address/0x0f424034fa825bcfaf22b2ff0eca53de4915b74b
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the exchange-rate at the time (note we refer to USD, not to the USDC token).
Although not to be sneezed at, this is suboptimal.

This was followed by transaction 0xc07...a2b. This transaction followed in
the footsteps of the previous one, and involves the same order of operations and
tokens, but on different DEXs – Uniswap v2 was used for swapping both ETH
for USDT and USDT for USDC, and Sushiswap was used for swapping USD to
ETH. This latter transaction was even more successful, extracting an extra 170
ETH in revenue (worth 694K USD at the time), making the initial transaction
suboptimal by a factor of ≈ 770!

Trimming the Search Space With Inside Information. A careful inspec-
tion of the results gathered by our heuristic revealed that certain arbitrageurs
are more actively back-running suboptimal transactions, with the top 5 users,
in order, being: 0x000...f56 with 13K such transactions, while both 0x860...f66
and 0xe33...c85 are tied with 6K transactions each. Similarly, 0x911...116 and
0x584...dba are tied, both with 3.6K transactions.

Some miners allow users to relay transactions directly to them instead of
using the public peer to peer (p2p) network, while guaranteeing the privacy of
transactions relayed in that manner [24, 32], with the intention of preventing
transaction front-running or other potential attacks. Such channels, also known
as private relays, are widely adopted by arbitrageurs and miners alike [48].

In this aspect, arbitrageur 0x584...dba should be particularly noted: circum-
stantial evidence suggests it is possibly tied to the Ethermine mining pool [50],
which was the largest before Ethereum’s transition to PoS [71]. Specifically:

1. All the arbitrageur’s transactions appeared solely in Ethermine’s blocks.
2. The arbitrageur’s first and last transactions correspond to the times at which

Ethermine launched and shut-down its private channel [25,26].

This is the first evidence of such miner behavior.
We raise the possibility that the success of 0x584...dba in identifying unex-

ploited arbitrage is due to “inside information” it has from ties to a private relay,
in the form of access to private transactions. This information can be used, for
example, to trim the large arbitrage search-space. Indeed, in cases found by our
heuristics, neighboring transactions use almost identical operations, usually only
differing in the DEXs used (e.g., Case Study 4.2 and Case Study 4.3).

Discussion. Suboptimal arbitrage transactions might leave arbitrage opportun-
ities open. As arbitrageurs are actively seeking out such opportunities [48, 64],
this means that unexploited arbitrage leave the door open to potentially other
transactions which will attempt to capitalize on it. Thus, this suboptimality can
result in increased congestion [39], leading to higher transaction fees for all users.

5 Liquidation Suboptimality

In this section, we analyze the suboptimality of common liquidation strategies,
primarily of those who rely on flashswaps (or equivalently, on flashloans followed

https://etherscan.io/tx/0xc07fef54d9c6254d6c988b38427cd719295f3a2eeb1fa6cbfb20e3e2ad777a2b
https://etherscan.io/address/0x0000000000007f150bd6f54c40a34d7c3d5e9f56
https://etherscan.io/address/0x860bd2dba9cd475a61e6d1b45e16c365f6d78f66
https://etherscan.io/address/0xe33c8e3a0d14a81f0dd7e174830089e82f65fc85
https://etherscan.io/address/0x911605012f87a3017322c81fcb4c90ada7c09116
https://etherscan.io/address/0x58418d6c83efab01ed78b0ac42e55af01ee77dba
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by ordinary swaps), and thus this section combines the previous two. In lending
platforms, LPs bear the risk that borrowers may default. A default can happen if
the collateral asset cannot cover the loan, for example due to a drop in the asset’s
exchange-rate. Platforms commonly define a liquidation threshold, below which
other users can buy, or liquidate, a debt position, while receiving the collateral
at a discount. This discount is called the liquidation spread.

5.1 Fixed Spread Liquidation

Currently, fixed spread liquidation (FSL) is the prevalent method for securing
LP capital [47]. On a high level, FSL incentivizes so-called liquidators to repay
the outstanding debt of a borrower. In return, the liquidator is allowed to ac-
quire pro rata collateral from the borrower. By design, the value of the acquired
collateral exceeds the debt repaid by a liquidator, which underpins the incentive
compatibility of FSL. We proceed to formulate the FSL mechanism.

Notations. We assume a debt position collateralized by cryptocurrency C with
an outstanding debt in cryptocurrency D, and denote the amount of collateral
and debt by c and δ respectively. In practice, a debt position can have multi-
cryptocurrency collateral (debt). For simplicity, we assume that the collateral
(debt) is in a single cryptocurrency. We apply the USD price of C and D to unify
financial value calculation, denoted by pC and pD respectively.

Health Factor. To measure the “health” of a debt position, meaning how close
it is to insolvency, platforms use a metric called the health factor. Given a liquid-
ation threshold 0 < τ < 1, the health factor is defined as: η def

= pC·c
pD·δ · τ . When

the collateral value decreases because of, for example, price decline (i.e., pC
pD

↓),
η decreases, indicating that the borrower is more likely to default.

Liquidation Spread. Once η falls below one, the borrowing position is available
for liquidations. Any liquidator is then allowed to repay ϱ of debt to the liquidity
pool, while receiving the collateral at a discount. The discount is called the
liquidation spread and is defined to be a fixed ratio, which we denote as σ.

Liquidation Profit. The collateral acquired by the liquidator within this li-
quidation is denoted by α and equals α

def
= pD·(1+σ)

pC
· ϱ. For brevity, we define

the following: pliq
def
= pD·(1+σ)

pC
, thereby we can simplify the acquired collateral to

α = pliq · ϱ. Without considering fees, the liquidator’s profit is formulated as:
profitt(ϱ) = pC · α− pD · ϱ = σ · pD · ϱ.

Close Factor. Platforms often constrain the fraction of debt that a liquidator
is allowed to repay within a single FSL by a close factor κ, defined as: κ ≥ ϱ

d .
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Flashloans and Flashwaps. FSL may require a liquidator to hold various
assets upfront for debt repayment. This presents operational risks to liquidat-
ors due to the price volatility of most cryptocurrencies. Because of such risks,
flashloans [49] have become a popular option for liquidators [36, 63]. Exactly in
the same manner, these risks can be avoided by using flashswaps. With a flash-
swap, a liquidator can borrow assets in D to repay liquidated debt and acquire
collateral in C, with the latter user to repay the flashswap, all within the span
of a single transaction. We emphasize that due to the equivalence between flash-
waps and combining a flashloan and a swap, the results contained within this
section are applicable to both liquidation schemes.

Constant Product Rule. We focus on flashswaps obtained from DEXs that
use the constant product rule, a prevalent DEX pricing formula [76]. Such DEXs
are referred to as constant product automated market makers (CPAMMs). A
CPAMM contract reserves a pair of tokens, allowing any trader to trade against
it by sending one cryptocurrency to the contract and, in exchange, taking the
other cryptocurrency from the contract. The constant product rule, as the name
suggests, requires that such trades preserve the product of the amounts of each
asset held before the trade. More precisely, assume a CPAMM with xc of C and
xd of D reserved, thus by the definition of the constant product rule their product
xc · xd should remain constant after exchanges. Thus, the amount of D tokens
received in a swap for providing a ∆ amount of C is: SwapC→D(∆)

def
= xd− xc·xd

xc+∆ .

5.2 Optimal Flashswap-based Liquidation

Presumably, to optimize liquidation profits, a liquidator should liquidate up
to the close factor constraint, because profitt(ϱ) increases monotonically with
regards to (w.r.t.) ϱ. However, this intuition does not hold when a CPAMM
is used to perform an asset exchange from C to D in the liquidation process,
due to the effect large trades have on CPAMM exchange-rates. This insight is
crystallized in Theorem 5.1, with the proof given in Appendix A.

Theorem 5.1 (Optimal liquidation). Consider a debt position that is avail-
able for liquidation, where the debt is in cryptocurrency D, and is collateralized
by funds in cryptocurrency C. If a user wishes to perform the liquidation using
a swap obtained from a CPAMM with xc of C and xd of D reserved, then the
optimal amount to repay is: ϱ∗ = min

(
κ · δ,

√
pliq·xc·xd−xc

pliq

)
.

The optimal strategy presented in Theorem 5.1 can improve profits compared
to a naïvely liquidating up to the close factor, even when liquidating relatively
small loans. To illustrate, in Fig. 5 we plot the ratio between the profit obtained
by the naïve strategy and our optimal one. In addition, we plot the corresponding
absolute and relative amounts which should be liquidated in Fig. 4. Both figures
assume the debt to be liquidated is in Aave’s USDC liquidity pool, and the
DEX used for the swap is Uniswap v2, with all relevant parameters set to their
real-world values as of block 15731128.
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Figure 4: Optimal repayment in a
swap-based liquidation for Aave’s
USDC pool, that has a close factor of
50%. Due to exchange-rate slippage,
it is suboptimal to repay large illi-
quid positions up to the close factor.
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Figure 5: The ratio between profits
made by naïve and optimal flashswap
based liquidations for Aave’s USDC
pool. The ratio drops below 1 for
large loans, indicating that the naïve
strategy is suboptimal.

Case Study 5.1 (Flash Liquidation Tools) Popular tools which automatic-
ally look for insolvent debt positions and liquidate them using flashwaps (or
flashloans and swaps), do not follow the optimal strategy we present in The-
orem 5.1, instead performing liquidations up to the close factor [1, 20,52].

Discussion. Aave advertises their liquidation mechanism as beneficial for the
health of the platform [3], as liquidations ensure that unhealthy positions are
adequately collateralized. When users liquidate bad debt, they perform a service
for the platform, driven by the possibility of obtaining a debtor’s collateral at a
discount. For large positions, the funds required for liquidation can be substan-
tial. Users who lack such funds are required to rely on actions such as flashloans
and swaps. As we have shown, in such cases utility-maximizing users may prefer
to repay only a small amount of debt, possibly not enough to pull the posi-
tion’s health factor back to a reasonable level according to the mechanism’s risk
parameters. Thus, the health of the platform is potentially harmed.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we study three core DeFi primitives: lending, flashswaps, and
flashswap-based liquidations. We derive their optimal usage, and show that even
large platforms and market actors behave suboptimally. We perform a longit-
udinal study on one of them, and show that the losses due to suboptimality
exceeded 4 Million USD over the examined period. Importantly, through our
longitudinal study, we uncover the first instance of a miner using inside informa-
tion to its benefit. We hope our work draws attention to under-explored aspects
of DeFi which are important for the integrity and efficient operation of platforms.
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allows reducing the time required for finding a solution).
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on DEX D with δ = Swapi→j
D (∆), and any debt or fees incurred in the i-th token

with ϕi = Debt
(
Swapi→j

D (∆)
)
. We note that a flashswap which is to be repaid

with the received token can be denoted as a swap between token pair (i, i).
Finally, the arbitrageur should solve the problem in Eq. (2).

maximize ckend,i∗

subject to ∀k ∈ [kend] : Dk ∈ S

∀k ∈ [kend] : (ik, jk) ∈ TokenPair (Dk)

∀k ∈ [kend] : ∆k > 0

∀k ∈ [kend] : δk = Swapik→jk
Dk

(∆k)

∀k ∈ [kend] : ck,jk = ck−1,jk + δk

∀k ∈ [kend] : ϕk,i = Debt(Swapik→jk
Dk

(∆k))

∀i ∈ [n] : ckend,i −
kend∑
k=0

ϕk,i ≥ 0 (2)

Remark A.1 “Complex” swaps may require multiple function calls. For ex-
ample, a cross-platform swap requires calling the Swap function of different
DEXs. Additionally, performing multiple function calls is required when swap-
ping more than two assets in the same or different platforms, an operation also
known as a “multi-hop” swap. Due to the Ethereum specification, a single trans-
action can only call one function. This function can, in turn, call multiple other
ones. To create a single transaction which performs multiple function calls, one
must either use an existing smart contract which supports such logic, or create
a new one [59] which incorporates all logic within a single function.

A.2 Optimal Flashswap-based Liquidation

Theorem 5.1 (Optimal liquidation). Consider a debt position that is avail-
able for liquidation, where the debt is in cryptocurrency D, and is collateralized
by funds in cryptocurrency C. If a user wishes to perform the liquidation using
a swap obtained from a CPAMM with xc of C and xd of D reserved, then the
optimal amount to repay is: ϱ∗ = min

(
κ · δ,

√
pliq·xc·xd−xc

pliq

)
.

Proof. Given the previously defined liquidation profit and close factor, the prof-
itability of FSL is formalized in Eq. (3).

maximize
ϱ

σ · pD · ϱ

subject to ϱ ≤ κ · d
(3)

We assume that the liquidator wishes to perform the liquidation using a
flashswap over a CPAMM DEX D, and thus will obtain cryptocurrency D via
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flashswap, use it to perform the liquidation, then receive cryptocurrency C in
return, which is finally used to cover the flashswap. Technically, a liquidator can
exchange an arbitrary amount of C to D as long as the flashswap can be covered.

At the time of liquidation, the spot price from C to D on D is pC→D = xd

xc
,

by the definition of the constant product rule. The exchange-rate from C to D
on D may, however, diverge from the spot price due to the so-called slippage,
which is defined as the difference between the current price of a trade, and the
actual price at which it was carried out. Given a trade of size ∆, we denote the
slippage as Slippage(∆).

Slippage(∆)
def
= pC→D ·∆− SwapC→D(∆) (4)

The slippage rate is a multiplicative version, defined in the following manner.

SlippageRate(∆)
def
=

pC→D ·∆− SwapC→D(∆)

pC→D ·∆
(5)

Therefore, SwapC→D(∆), representing the amount of D that is received when
exchanging ∆ units of C over D, is formulated in Eq. (6).

SwapC→D(∆) = (1− SlippageRate(∆)) · pC→D ·∆ (6)

The slippage rate is defined generally. However, it can be written in a more
concrete manner, under our assumptions that the DEX follows the constant
product rule, and has xc and xd reserved.

SlippageRate(∆) = 1− xc

∆
+

xc

∆

1 + ∆
xc

(7)

Observe that the slippage rate is a monotonically increasing function w.r.t. to
the trade, implying that the exchange rate becomes less favorable for a trader
when the trading volume increases.

Using the above results and previously made notations and definitions, the
liquidation profit with a flashswap is hence outlined in Eq. (8).

profitf (ϱ) = pD · SwapC→D(α)− pD · ϱ
= pD · (1− SlippageRate(α)) · pC→D · α− pD · ϱ
= pD · (pC→D · pliq · (1− SlippageRate (pliq · ϱ))− 1) · ϱ (8)

Note that SlippageRate (pliq · ϱ) is monotonically increasing w.r.t. ϱ. So,
profitf (ϱ) is concave w.r.t. ϱ, indicating that liquidating up to the close factor
might not be the optimal strategy for FSL.

Given the above, we write the liquidation profit with flashswaps in Eq. (9).

maximize
ϱ

xd −
xc · xd

xc + pliq · ϱ
− ϱ

subject to ϱ ≤ κ · δ
(9)
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By differentiating Eq. (9) with respect to ϱ, we get:

pliq · xc · xd

(ϱ · pliq + xc)
2 − 1 (10)

By solving this equation, we find that the optimal amount to repay is upper
bounded by: √

pliq · xc · xd − xc

pliq
(11)

Due to the close factor, this means that the optimal amount ϱ∗ to repay is:

ϱ∗ = min

(
κ · δ,

√
pliq · xc · xd − xc

pliq

)
(12)

⊓⊔

B Attack Suboptimality

In this section we show that even savvy DeFi attackers do not always execute
optimal attacks.

Case Study B.1 (DeFi Attack Suboptimality: Inverse Finance) A trans-
action with hash 0x958...13c began propagating on Ethereum’s p2p network at
Thursday, 16th of June 2022, about 9am Central European Time. The transac-
tion contained code for a DeFi attack, which entailed requesting a 0.5 Billion
USD flash-loan [49] that was intended to be used by an attacker to extract a
profit of 1.2 Million USD from its victim.

An automated arbitrage bot listening to Ethereum’s p2p network overheard
this transaction, which was not yet included in a block, and realized that the
transaction’s significant financial volume opens up an arbitrage opportunity that
was overlooked by the attacker and which can be used to make a profit. Thus,
the arbitrageur bundles the attack together with an arbitrage transaction with
hash 0xfa1...6bd, and submits the bundle to a front-running-as-a-service (FaaS)
provider, while paying a bribe of 90k USD to the winning miner.

Knowingly or not, the arbitrageur as well as the FaaS assisted the attacker,
while also rewarding the miner with a reward exceeding the average Ethereum
mining rewards from block rewards and transaction tips by more than 4000%.

Related work has shown how such a MEV opportunity would incentivize even
a 2% hash rate miner to fork the chain and destabilize the consensus mechanism
[76]. Note that over 50% of Ethereum mining power is held by 4 mining pools,
each holding more than 8% of all mining power [71].

C Related Work

As far as we are aware, no previous work has examined user suboptimality in
the context of the DeFi primitives we covered.

https://etherscan.io/tx/0x958236266991bc3fe3b77feaacea120f172c0708ad01c7a715b255f218f9313c
https://etherscan.io/tx/0xfa15c45e5d9f7fdc2a32de50f03cbf0a9d678eac87c71e630fc2afc552d3e6bd
https://flashbots-explorer.marto.lol/?block=14972419
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Empirical Studies. Gudgeon et al. [34] formalized popular DeFi interest-rate
mechanisms and used historical data to compare platforms that use them. A
systematization of common liquidation mechanisms was given by Qin et al. [47],
which also empirically analyzed liquidations performed on large Ethereum lend-
ing platforms. The historical performance of Uniswap v2 users performing cyclic
arbitrage swaps was explored by Wang et al. [64], where the profits from each
swap are used in their entirety to pay for the next swap in the cycle, a strategy
which is far from optimal. A larger spectrum of actions which users can use to
obtain profits from DEXs is formalized and examined by Zhou et al. [76], for
example users can both back-run and front-run other transactions (place their
own transactions before or after other transactions, respectively) and even com-
bine the two into a “sandwich” attack; they estimate the profits which can be
obtained in that manner in thousands of dollars per day. Qin et al. [48] quanti-
fied the historical profits made from liquidation, arbitrage and sandwich attacks,
and show that large profits risk the security of the underlying blockchain as they
incentivize miners to misbehave. Piet et al. [46] and Weintraub et al. [65] analyze
the profits produced by private transactions, but ignored collateralized lending.

Automatic Tools. Zhou et al. [75] introduce two suboptimal tools for creating
profitable DeFi transactions, one which can detect a profitable swap cycle, and
another that also detects non-cyclic ones. Qin et al. [48] present a tool which
monitors unconfirmed transactions and attempts to front-run profitable ones by
replicating their logic in an application-agnostic manner. Angeris et al. [8] use
convex optimization to identify arbitrage opportunities in a network of constant
function market makers (CFMMs) DEXs and approximate the optimal solution.

Optimal Uniswap V3 Liquidity Provisioning. A strand of works [30, 42]
study strategic Uniswap V3 LPs who have some predefined set of beliefs regard-
ing the price evolution of assets, and formalize their optimal behavior in vari-
ous settings. In contrast, our work considers liquidity provisioning for interest-
bearing liquidity pools such as Aave and Compound, and limit our scope of user
interactions with Uniswap-esque DEXs to flashswaps.

Optimizing Specific Instances of Flashloan Attacks. Previous work has
examined specific instances of flashloan attacks, and have shown that the profits
made by them can be improved. For example, Qin et al. [49] did so in two
specific cases, the famous bZx “Pump & Arbitrage” and “Oracle Manipulation”
attacks. Cao et al. [11] have produced a tool that analyzes flashloan attacks, and
used it to conduct a similar analysis on the bZx “Pump & Arbitrage” attack.
We extend these cases into a general formalization of suboptimality of honest,
non-malicious, user behaviour.

Miner Extractable Value. Angeris et al. [7] cast the action-space which
miners have at their disposal when constructing a block as an optimization prob-
lem (e.g., which transactions to include and in what order), while accounting for
the profit that can be made from transaction reordering and sandwich attacks.
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Obadia et al. [43] present a formal study of the MEV that can be obtained
by miners which operate in multiple blockchains. The game-theoretic aspects of
MEV are analyzed by Kulkarni et al. [35], specifically in the context of CFMM
DEXs. Yaish et al. [72] show that miners can manipulate the rate at which blocks
are mined in popular proof-of-work (PoW) mechanisms, and that although such
manipulations can reduce the profits from incentives such as block rewards, they
can be used to create profitable interest-rate gaps between on-chain lending plat-
forms. The authors show that the attack can be prevented by limiting system
parameters, e.g., the interest-rate offered by DeFi platforms.

Preventing Miner Malfeasance. Both Orda et al. [44] and Ferreira et al. [68]
attempt to prevent miners from manipulating transaction order to their benefit,
with the latter focusing on order manipulations specifically in the context of
decentralized exchanges. Yaish et al. [71] show that in PoW-based Ethereum-like
blockchains, miners can risklessly retroactively replace blocks, and indeed have
done so in Ethereum before it transitioned to a different consensus mechanism.
The authors suggest various mitigation techniques for the attack, and note such
manipulations let miners replay [48] profitable transactions.

D Glossary

A summary of all symbols and acronyms used in the paper.

D.1 Symbols

α The collateral acquired by a liquidator.
b Total amount of borrowed funds, denoted in tokens.
κ The debt that can be repaid within a single FSL, also known as the

close factor.
c The amount of collateral securing a position.
δ The amount of debt for a position.
d Total amount of deposited funds, denoted in tokens.
D A DEX.
η The health of a debt position, or how close it is to insolvency.
I The yearly interest-rate.
Ib The yearly interest-rate for taking liquidity.
Id The yearly interest-rate for supplied liquidity.
σ The liquidation spread.
τ Liquidation threshold, defined to be ∈ (0, 1).
p The United States Dollar (USD) price of a token.
ϱ The amount of debt that a liquidator is repaying.
r The reserve factor.
u The utilization of the liquidity pool.
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D.2 Acronyms

AMM automated market maker
APY annual percentage yield
CFMM constant function market maker
CPAMM constant product automated market maker
DeFi decentralized finance
DEX decentralized exchange
ERC Ethereum request for comments
FaaS front-running-as-a-service
FSL fixed spread liquidation
LP liquidity provider
MEV miner-extractable value
p2p peer to peer
PoS proof-of-stake
PoW proof-of-work
TVL total value locked
USD United States Dollar
w.r.t. with regards to
WBTC Wrapped Bitcoin
WETH Wrapped Ethereum
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